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While Aradhana means adoration or worship, Bhagavan has taught us that true adoration of one’s God 

comes from following His Message and walking in His foot-steps.  Hence, loving and selfless service to one 

and all, visualizing the form of Swami in those whom we serve, and all Seva undertaken with the aim of self-

transformation, is what is true ARADHANA or worship of our most Compassionate Lord. 

With loving Pranams at the Lotus Feet of Bhagavan Sri Sathya Sai Baba, we are happy to announce the 

launch of 'The WAVE’, a newsletter of the SSSSO, India. As we engage in the month-long sadhana of 

‘Giving-and-Forgiving ‘, in April, let us also reflect on ARADHANA, and what it signifies in the life of a SAI 

devotee.

This month, we have put together some topics that we hope will have something for everyone. In SEVA, we 

feature the amazing seva done in many tribal regions of India. In SAI LENS, we start a series that explores 

how Bhagavan elevates ordinary concepts into extra-ordinary ideas. STUDY-CIRCLE will help us to reflect 

and apply lessons. In VAHINI CORNER, we aim to post excerpts from Bhagavan’s own writings that will 

enthuse our readers to delve into them on their own. Also, on board are Bal Vikas, Youth Centre, and much 

more.

PREMASWARUPULARA          Embodiments of Love  !

Realise that God comes in Form only to please devotees and in reality He is attribute-less.  As long as 

you see the Form, you are blissful. How will you experience that happiness when the Form is no more? 

This bliss came out of your imagination.The body stays for certain period of time. Later it keeps 

changing its form. . It is not in your true nature to After sometime you may not be able to see this body

feel sad, when you miss this body. When Divinity attains its true nature, you should be happy instead 

of being sad.  The body  is always momentary and untrue. The body is bound to fall anytime. But the 

Indweller is permanent without any bondage.                             

VOICE OF THE AVATAR: 

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MESSAGE from AIP

- A humble offering by the National IT and Content Team of SSSSO.

Free Food Initiative by SSSSO, 

for attendants of patients in 

Govt. Hospitals, to be extended 

nation-wide.

Parthi Yatra by youth of  

AP-Telangana states numbering 

over 5000, for Aradhana Day  

Paderu in Andhra Pradesh, 

where Seva Dals of SSSSO are 

rendering service to the tribal 

population, was declared by AIP, 

as the first ‘Sathya Sai Tribal District’

in South India

Neither birth nor death for Him, the Eternal One,          

Neither beginning nor middle nor end for Him, the Ancient One,                 

Neither He takes birth nor dies, nor is killed,                

The all-pervading Atma is everywhere 

as a witness to everything. 
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(Excerpted from Divine Discourse, 23-02-2009.)

I am happy to announce the launch of the 
newsletter 'The Wave' as an organ of the 
SSSSO.

I congratulate the team of young people of 
the organisation who have contributed to it, 
and hope they will strive to make Bhagavan's 
message and work, reach as many people as 
possible, around the globe.

I am also happy with the unity and focus of 
the IT and Content team, which is a hallmark 
of  the SSSSO, founded by Bhagavan.

- Sri Nimish Pandya, All India President
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation, India

The 

Sri Sathya Sai Seva 

Organisation was founded 

in the year 1960 by Bhagavan 

Sri Sathya Sai Baba to enable its 

members to undertake service 

activities as a means to spiritual 

advancement. The Sri Sathya Sai 

Seva Organisation derives 

inspiration, guidance and 

strength from Bhagavan 

Baba’s mission.
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Many tribal regions exist in India, where amenities usually taken for granted, such as water and electricity, are still a distant dream. When the 

volunteers of SSSSO encountered such villages, with their pathetic living conditions, their hearts melted in empathy. The tears that flowed out, 

mingled with a strong resolve to improve the lives of these fellow pilgrims walking on Mother Earth. Included here is a short report of such yeoman 

service rendered in different parts of India.

PADERU is a tribal area in the state of Andhra Pradesh, with 263 villages, facing acute water shortage. From 2007 onwards, the 

lives of the villagers were transformed, when a handful of Seva Dals witnessed their daily struggle to carry water for their basic 

needs. With steely resolve and unshakeable faith, the Seva Dal volunteers provided water at their door-step by undertaking 

challenging water-projects. They also conduct medical camps and ensure schooling for children there. Moreover, they walk 

hand-in-hand with them, helping them to lead a life of values. Sri Nimish Pandya, All India President of SSSSO, visited Paderu 

in 2018, and declared it as the first ‘Sri Sathya Sai Tribal District’ in southern India.

 KERALA is well known for its enthusiasm in all activities related to SSSSO. Uplifting fellow tribes for over 15 years, the 

‘Sri Sathya Sai Tribal Development Programme’ in Kerala has touched many lives in the Attappadi region, Kottoor Tribal 

Colony in the outskirts of Trivandrum and Kuriottumala tribal area in Kollam District. In the initial phase, the focus is to 

improve personal hygiene, holistic cleanliness, prevent drug abuse, eradicate malnutrition and inculcate value education 

to children. More than 1,000 tribal youth members were trained in Education in Human Values . By installing motors 

and pipes, drinking water – the true elixir of life, has been provided in the adopted villages.

MAHARASHTRA - the land of abhangs and saints is also a land filled with ‘Adivasi’ or tribal village.  Melghat is one such 

district which hosts many tribal villages. The loving volunteers of SSSSO, Maharashtra leave no stone unturned to reach out 

to these Adivasis in providing basic facilities to about 11 villages in Melghat area.  Wanting to provide a holistic development 

to many Adivasi villages, across Maharashtra the sevadal also work in 11 tribal schools. Massive seva is being carried out to 

provide overall development and living conditions of the children.

HIMACHAL PRADESH  is a witness to regular seva by the Seva Dal of  SSSSO in the Sri Sathya Sai Tribal District, Kinnaur and other areas of tribal 

dominance  - Chamba Pangi, Bharmour & Shiilai region of district Sirmour, all set in the picturesque state. A region well known for its extreme 

weather conditions, the climate has never deterred the determination of the Seva Dal of  SSSSO. They personify the line “Rain or shine or chill, work 

we will!” Weekly Balvikas classes and bhajans are held in Kinnaur by the villagers themselves. Annual exhibitions are held where the work done by 

the tribals are displayed to the world at large. The dedicated volunteers from Kinnaur also make their annual trips to Prashanthi Nilayam – braving 

over 4 days of travel. Pangi valley in Chamba district has a population deprived of modern medical facilities. SSSSO cater to health needs of the 

elderly there from time to time. More than 22000 cataract surgeries have been conducted in this area by SSSSO.

When the deadly tsunami hit the islands of Andaman & Nicobar way back in 2004, massive destruction in terms of life and property took place all 

over the islands. Unknown to most, the Andaman & Nicobar Islands are a group of islands in the Indian peninsula that has a staggering 570 islands. 

The worst hit by the Tsumani were in Nicobar. The SSSSO, Tamil Nadu dispatched large amounts of relief material for Andaman and Nicobar in 

wake of the massive destruction. Since common people are not allowed to venture in to Nicobar, the then convenor of SSSSO, Port Blair, ventured 

into the choppy seas, with the relief material - single handed. He distributed the material to many tribes who still live in Stone Age conditions.

Such is the unconditional love shared by the Seva Dal of  Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, that people wonder, ‘If the volunteers are so full of love, 

we cannot imagine how their Master would be!’ And for all such Seva Dal one can only pray, “May your tribe increase”!

Seva Amrutham: Short Report of  Service Activities by SSSSO in Tribal Area of India 

SAI LENS:A spotlight on SAI-isms Blooming Buds : Muffin Love!

Aradhana is an expression of an 

individual’s love and devotion 

to the Lord. The all seeing and 

omnipresent Baba is worshipped 

in many ways. Where there is 

faith, there is love.  An Offering 

to Swami should be a faithful 

one.  

A prayer becomes potent only 

when there is unflinching faith 

in Baba. The Lord expects 

nothing but one’s unconditional 

love and surrender. My 

experience of worshipping 

Swami and offering Prasadam 

was very interesting. Being 

raised in an orthodox God-

loving family, during worship, 

staunch rituals were followed 

with typical home-made 

prasadam.  As a kid, I used to get 

bored by this.  I asked whether 

we could use chocolates and 

snacks instead. Of course, it was 

not acceptable. 
The first day of my Balvikas class 

Welcome dear reader to SAI 

LENS, where we will explore the 

unique manner in which 

Bhagavan explained and 

re-defined many concepts.

Once, a few devotees came to 

meet Bhagavan after they had 

completed a seva activity. 

Swami repeatedly asks only one 

question.

"What service have you done?"

Puffed up with pride, and 

expecting a pat on the back, the 

devotees replied, “We did 

POOR—FEEDING, today, 

Swami”.

 Swami looked at all of them 

seriously, and replied, “Yes 

Yes, You have done ‘poor’ 

feeding, but not feeding of 

poor people ."

He stressed the word 'poor' in 

the sense of service done 

poorly. For the Lord, quality 

matters and not quantity. 

Without bhava/feeling, the 

act is verily ‘poor’.

Since then on, feeding the 

poor and the hungry, came to 

be known as Narayan Seva — 

feeding the Lord who resides 

in the heart of each one.

 

What did you garner from 

this episode of SAI LENS? 

Wasn’t Bhagavan’s message 

poignant and brilliant?

was interesting.  After the class 

was over, with shlokas, stories, 

and bhajans, at the end, “Muffins” 

were offered as Prasadam to 

Swami.

 I was overjoyed.                                     

Then I understood that the 

Prasadam offered to Swami at the 

end of weekly Balvikas classes 

were always kids’ favourites like 

biscuits, chocolates and snacks. 

Thus, Baba fulfilled my wish.. 

SAI HUMOUR
"A young man in the interview room had the 

shoulder length hair fashionable at the time. 

After teasing him for looking like a woman, 

Baba advised him to get it cut. 'Will You cut 

the first lock, Swami?', asked the young man 

adoringly. Baba shook His head in mock 

horror, 'I am Baba, not Barber!' He said !!

 

Balvikas classes are held for young  children from the age of 5 till 14. 

If you would like to know more do write to us info@ssssoindia.org 

- by Trayambak, BV Student, New Delhi
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 I don't think so..' Atma continued, ' we are more interested in rituals, how to decorate, whom to invite, items to be served in prasadam to 

name a few.' And the discussion took a new direction.  A new thought-process started.

‘How can we offer love and gratitude to our Lord who is the embodiment of love in the name of Aradhana?'

Silence. Atmaram had left, leaving me alone.

Can any one here help me out?

STUDY CIRCLE - Introspection, Reflection, Action

'How are you Atma?'    'I'm good but I have a query for you!'     

   I stopped my scribbling. ‘Hmm, what is it this time?’   

'Are we really spiritual?'  Of course', we are all the time engaged in puja, Archana, worship . . .

Since Aradhana day was fast approaching, I was busy making notes for an upcoming Satsangh. 

When I was about to jot down my thoughts, I was interrupted suddenly by Atmaram!

Dear readers, let me introduce my close pal Atmaram to you all. We have been friends for so 

many years. He always comes up with questions and doubts, and pesters me for answers.

People believe that incarnations of God happen only for two reasons: the punishment of the wicked and the 

protection of the righteous. But those represent only one aspect of the Task. The granting of peace and joy, of a sense 

of fulfilment to seekers who have striven long—this too is the Task. The Avatar, or Form Incarnate, is only the 

concretisation of the yearning of the seekers. It is the solidified sweetness of the devotion of godly aspirants. The 

formless assumes the Form for the sake of these aspirants and seekers. They are the prime cause. The cow secretes 

milk for the sustenance of the calf. That is the chief beneficiary. But as we see, others too benefit from that milk. So 

too, though the Bhakthas are the prime cause and their joy and sustenance the prime purpose, other incidental 

benefits also accrue, such as the fostering of  Dharma, the suppression of evil, the overwhelming of the wicked. 

VAHINI CORNER  BHAGAVATHA VAHINI

Inspired by Bhagavan’s words, ‘Jana Seva 

is Janardana Seva’ the Sai Youth from 

Karimnagar dist. of Telengana, started 

free Coaching Classes for the poor and 

unemployed youth from the city and 

adjoining villages. The intent was to train 

them for writing job-oriented exams in 

the month of February. The classes were 

inaugurated by the Dist. Commissioner, 

on Feb. 7, 2018. Around 180 youth 

registered out of which 60 got selected for 

final phase of coaching. With Swami’s 

blessings, the classes were conducted 

successfully for 45 days, with the students 

feeling satisfied and blessed by the quality 

teaching and the loving service from the 

Sai Youth. Many of them felt that their 

lives have found direction and are filled 

with confidence for the future. Their 

parents too were happy to see their 

children working hard and being 

responsible. Inspired by the Sai Youth, 10 

of them joined them in grama seva, 

distribution of butter milk to traffic 

police, and food distribution to people 

living on the streets

Here are some reactions from the boys, 

who felt these classes helped them realise 

their inner potential, and missing them 

would have been a great loss:

> “These classes were life-changing for 

me. I extend my heart-felt gratitude to 

Swami, and these brothers from mandir 

for their selfless service, and now I look at 

myself in a new way. I was working as a 

driver and could not afford fees for such 

private coaching. The Sai organization is 

not just offering free coaching, but is also 

making my life” – Mallesh

> “I just came here to see what these 

people are doing in the name of ‘free 

coaching’. But after attending the classes 

for 7 days, I am sure no other institution 

can offer this quality of coaching with 

sound knowledge of subject, mixed with 

love and care. I am really amazed at the 

way SAI youth treat us and spend time 

with us. Now I am ready to work with 

them to take the next batch forward and 

becoming a SAI YOUTH myself. -

Yadagiri 

YOUTH CENTRE : Diaries of SAI Soldiers
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LOVE ALL - SERVE ALL

In this crossword puzzle, we shall search/find the words 

correlating our Divine Journey, with the clues 

mentioned below (synonyms mentioned in English 

and Hindi)

Life is a Game - Play it

(compiled by M. Naresh, Dist. Youth 

co-ordinator, Karimnagar, Telengana)

1

4 5

6

7
8

9

10

3

2

Across

2.Trust (Shraddha)

4.Paying Homage (Aradhana)

6.Infinity (Anant)

8.Refuge (Sharanagathi)

10.Forever (Sanathana)

Across

2. 'Faith'

4. 'Adoration'

6.'Endless'

8.'Surrender'

10.'Eternal'

Down

1.Forbearance (Saburi)

3.Mercy (Daya)

5.Resides in hearts (Hridayavasi)

7.Benediction (Bhakthi)

9.Worship (Prarthana)

Down

1.'Patience'

3.'Grace'

5.'Indweller'

7.'Devotion'

9.'Prayer'

Answers:



Walk Along Values on EarthWalk Along Values on Earth
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I remember the times I thought You were far,
When seeing You meant travelling by car,
But now You and me do not live apart,
Coz I'm feeling You each second in my heart.

Every little worry and every little fear,
Just disappears forever when Your voice 
I hear:
"You are never alone, I'm always near,
Just  relax  coz  I'm staying right here".

Those days, if I wanted to feel better,
I would write down my thoughts and give 
it as a letter;
But now a need for that I don't find
As You are nearer to me than my mind.

Amidst a hundred others I used to sit
Into the first line I was struggling to fit;
But now there is neither a queue nor a line
As You have become entirely mine.

Holding Your hand, a rare event it would seem
To feel Your touch, I had to wait for a dream,
But now I hold You in my heart's embrace
And Your presence I can feel in its pace.

Months and years I had to wait for the chance
To sing one song for You or perform one dance,
But now You can sit and hear all day
Every song I sing and every word I say.

Many of us were in a stage
Where we had restricted You to Your image,
But now You have freed us from our cage
And proclaimed You are beyond time and age.

"Where have I gone,why do you whine
Look within you and see me shine
All this while that's where I've been
Through faith and devotion I can be seen".

You aren’t a human for me to miss
You are the God who fills my heart with bliss
I will mistake You as gone no more
As I can feel You seated in my core.

Every man, woman and child I meet
Henceforth as You I shall treat,
This whole world, as You I shall see
A true devotee of Yours I shall be.
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Hridayavasi

SNAPSHOTS - SSSSO, INDIA

- By Dr. Shriramya. M, Pondicherry

Paderu Drinking water project:Drinking Water Project, PADERU: Sri 

Sathya Sai’s Love springs forth to quench the thirst of Paderu village, of 

Vishakapatnam, by the provision of clean drinking water.

Free Food Kitchens: Free Food Kitchens: SSSSO’s program of Free Food 

Kitchens, provides food to the attendants of patients in 16 govt. hospitals 

across AP and Telangana

Disaster Awareness Program: Disaster Awareness Program, TIRUNELVELI: 

The volunteers of the Disaster Management Team of Tamil Nadu state 

trained officials and dignitaries of Tirunelveli, to be alert in the face of any 

disaster

Vocational Training Centre, Vishakapatnam: Vocational Training Centre, 

VISHAKAPATNAM: Volunteers lovingly and impartially train youngsters 

at this Vocational Training Centre, to acquire life skills and build a future.

Free Heart Check up, Rajkot: 576 patients were checked with Love for their 

rhythmic heart beats. SSSSOI jointly with Sri Sathya Sai Hospital, Rajkot 

conducts Free Heart Check-up camp in the premisies of Sri Sathya Sai PG 

College, Jaipur. Camp was well attended by the Chief Minister of the State 

Smt. Vasundhara Raje Scinidia along with other prominent Ministers and 

other dignitaries of the State.

Press meet AIP: Press Meet by AIP, HYDERABAD: The service wing of 

SSSSO at Hyderabad, celebrated its Golden Jubilee, with the All India 

President of SSSSO, Sri Nimish Pandya, addressing 1800 office bearers of the 

SSSSO, Hyderabad, after which he convened a Press Meet along with the 

National Team.
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Once, Jnaana Dev and Naama Dev were 

walking through a forest. They felt very 

thirsty. They could not catch sight of a well 

or a lake anywhere. They trudged along. At 

last they saw a well and ran towards it. 

They eagerly looked into it. There was 

water in the well. But how could they 

drink? There was neither a rope nor a 

vessel to draw water. Jnaana Dev simply 

closed his eyes as if in prayer. Soon he was 

transformed into a bird. He flew into the 

well and drank water to his fill. Naama Dev 

began chanting the name of Lord Vittal 

with intense devotion. The water level 

began to rise slowly until at last the level of 

water was within the reach of Naama Dev. 

He just put his hands into the well and 

drank water to his fill. Such is the power of 

Namasmarana. 

CHINNAKATHA

Power Of Namasmarana

Answer to Study Circle:
True Aradhana/worship/ adoration to 

God comes from selfless and loving 

service to all, keeping in mind that we 

are serving God in everything and 

everywhere. This is the path of karma 

yoga, or the Yoga of Action.

Swami says:
Neither by penance nor by pilgrimage 

nor by study of scriptures nor by japa 

can one cross the ocean of life.  One 

can achieve it only by serving the 

pious. Service is very important. Serve 

everybody with the conviction that 

God dwells in all. As you serve others, 

you have to kill your ego. It cannot be 

called service if it is done with the 

feeling that “I am serving others”. 

Sarva karma Bhagavad preethyartham 

(do all actions to please God).  This is 

the attitude one should have while 

serving others.  There are many who 

take part in service activities, but how 

many are able to enjoy the benefits 

derived therefrom?  First of all, you 

should understand the term service.  

True service is that which is done 

with divine feelings, forgetting 

oneself. Service should be done as an 

offering to God. Service has value 

only when it is done with 

daivabhimana (love for God) and not 

dehabhimana (attachment to body). 

Even a small act of service done with 

the sole intention of pleasing God will 

acquire great significance.

(Ref: Sathya Sai Speaks, Vol. 35)

If you would like to contribute to any section of the News Letter,

 or give constructive feedback, please do write to: editor_thewave@outlook.com

Contact Us:
Facebook: http://fb.com/ssssoindia.

Sai One App: saione.ssssoindia.org

Website: www.ssssoindia.org

Twitter: @ssssoindia


